Introduction

1
The literature about the Bishop from Djakovo, Josip J. Strossmayer and his fifty-year-long political and cultural work in Croatia and Europe exceeds more than 3,000 bibliographical units today.
2 However, Croatian historiography still has not produced an expert monographic edition about the work of Bishop Strossmayer in Croatian society. Many parts of Bishop Strossmayer's vast correspondence remain poorly explored to this day.
3 As 1. This article was originally published in Croatian as "'Bjelovarska afera' 1888. a result, it would require exhaustive research to fully appreciate the personality of J. J. Strossmayer, his political and cultural work for more than 50 years, and his influence on Croatian society today. This paper primarily aims to show the political background of the Bjelovar Affair, that is, the verbal political confrontation between Bishop Strossmayer and Austrian emperor Franz Joseph I in Bjelovar in 1888, regarding Strossmayer's telegram to Kiev celebrating the 900 th anniversary of the Chistianisation of Russia and his ideas of pan-Slavism and the unification of the Orthodox and Catholic Churches, which were opposed to the political reality of the then dualist Austro-Hungary. Franko Mirošević 4 wrote about the reactions in the contemporary European press to the Bjelovar Affair. The only somewhat-complete account of the Bjelovar Affair and the reactions to it was produced by Kosta Milutinović in his work "Strossmayer and Yugoslav question,"
5 in which he mostly shows the reactions of the European, and in particular the Vienna and Pest press to that event, while Ivan Očak wrote a short overview of the connections that J. J. Strossmayer kept with people from Russian political and cultural life, which gives a clearer picture of the whole affair.
6 Mirjana Gross's recent book on Franjo Rački is partly dedicated to the Bjelovar Affair, although she mostly uses sources known from the well-known Šišić' collection of correspondence between Rački and Strossmayer, and the reactions from the populist newspaper Obzor, which defended Strossmayer. 7 Antun Čečatka in his work J. J. Strossmayer's Vision of Church looks at the religious work of Bishop Strossmayer and its political implications. 8 J. J. Strossmayer dedicated his whole life to three ideas: the struggle for achieving Croatian political independence, which had been suffocated under the dualism of the Austro-Hungarian monarchy, by redirecting the Catholic Church toward the unification of churches, or reconciliation with the Orthodox Church, mainly with Orthodox Slavic peoples, which he found in Catholic universalism and the Yugoslav idea. All three of these
